
Nzd/Usd week starting Monday 30th of January 2023 –

Nu were bullish on the weekly, got a weekly ifc to potentially get to then rally higher,
but got a 4hr poi that i am targeting for the big sells

daily is also bullish but havent got much price action to work with on daily



4hr is bullish but its whether were going to target highs first or lows, if we swipe lows
im looking for re accumulation out of 4hr poi to go higher and take highs, 4hr poi also
has a weekly ifc on it too

would like to see sells out of here but need re dsitro as 4hr is bullish so might need a
couple of breaks



asia low swept and 5min re accumulation so may re accumulate out of 5min demand
instead

1min bos to upside can target highs and whole level



tp hit

15min bullish looking for re accumulation out of here



1min bos buying here to imbalance fill and high

first tp hit but never made second



Tuesday 31st January –

price swept lows and approaching buy zone so will look for re accumulation in there

in london could try a sell down if we get a pop up and redistro



so price has come down to area but need the 5 snd 15min swing to break first so if we
do invalidate this and sell then ill look for re dsitro

can see the imbalance at the top of the range so can look for dsitro in there



1min bos entry at 50% for small stop to target imbalance as first target

b/e but price done 3%



we swept highs, so can look to see if price comes down to go higher

5min has re accumulated so could look for re accumulation out of here



3min re accumulated in area so can buy here off 500 level target 750 level

tp smacked



Wednesday 1st February 2023 –

so were stuck in the 4hr supply candle atm

obviously i want highs taken, fomc tonight, but 1hr reacted off the supply then reacted
of demand so would rather see if price is going to come down to buy up but if we do a
sell itl be from here



had a 5min bos insuide the demand so looking for re accumulation inside of here

which was nice 1min bos



1min bos entry off down candle on 50% of range

tp smashed



see how we built more liquidity, would look for re accumulation out of here

nice 1min bos entry at 50% target supply



also nice 3min engulfing

tp hit



week starting Monday the 6th of February –

NU - week starting monday 6th of feb, were bullish on weekly and came into the weekly
range, looking for signs of accumulation to buy up but will follow sells

also looking at the daily candle too



5min bearish looking for distro out of here to sell down towards daily sc

1min bos can try an entry at 50% or london open but london open bigger stop



50% entry didnt get filled but london open did

entry was nice on the 3min



Tuesday –

tuesday - price is bullish on the hourly tf so looking for re accumulation out of either
pooi

5 and 15min re accumulated looking for re accumulation out of here



1min bos looking to buy from here

stop hit



Wednesday –

wednesday - price is bulish on the hourly, looking for high to be taken out tbh

will see if we come down to pois at the lower end of the range before
expanding or if well follow 15min order flow to take high out



so price has just sold off on 5min and showed breaks of structure to
downside, havent been abl to snag anything but got this 5min range and
looking for re dsitro to sell lower

1min bos entry at 80 level



didnt get filled



Thursday –

thursday - price is bullish on 1hr we reaxted out of poi overnight to go higher, so
looking for high to be taken then some sort of retracement to expand higher

couldnt get nothing clean



Friday –

friday - price is bullish on 1hr still, but we left eqls, we sold off quite fast yesterday and
au has already brple below on 1hr, so ideally would like to see if the eqls get swept but
at first will see if theres any signs for buys at all

price has broke on 5min to downside so looking to see if theres any re dsitro



1min bos selling here target fib extension as first tp

tp smacked



2nd tp can be them lows if you wanted to try hold out



b/e

week starting Monday the 13th of February 2023-

week starting monday 13th of feb nzd/usd - were bullish on weekly. got a weekly ifc
up top to go up to and sell off if we want too



daily bullish in this leg, got a daily sponsored candle which were in so i would
like to see some buys up

looking for re dsitro out of here on the 4hr



1hr could see re accumulation from here



15min could see from here

5min bos entry at london open looking to target 500 level



tp hit

15min range is bullish looking for re accumulation out of here



1min bos entry at start of push

tp spanked



Tuesday –

tuesday 14th of feb - price reacted off 4hr poi looking to see if we get re distro
out of here

15min bearish after news looking for distro out of here



1min bos looking for entry at 500 level tp at low

done 3% then come b/e



Wednesday –

wednesdsay 15th of feb - price is moving lower so looking for a pop up and re
distro

looking for distro out of here now on 15min after coming into imbalance and
moving lower



1min bos looking for sells out of here now

tp smacked



Thursday –

thursday 16th of feb - looking for distro out of this imbsalance to move lower



looking for re accumulation out of here to buy up

3 and 1min bos entry oiff poi to target highs



b/e



sijce price is breaking down looking for distro out of here

1min bos selling here to target lows



tp whacked



Friday –

friday 17th of feb - price is majorluy bearish but i am looking to see if i can
snag buys from some signs of acc.umulation as got nice targets

5min bos looking for re accumulation out of these spots



1min bos buying here

tp smacked



Week starting Monday 20th of February 2023-
We got the weekly low which looks like the target, so may get a pop up to first weekly
ifc to drop lower and then go for top one after lows have been swept

Daily bearish



4hr bearish looking for dsitro out of one of these spots

Couldn’t snag anything



Tuesday –
1hr gone bearish is eqhs up the top, but also got these 2 1hr pois to look for distro
out of

1mimn bos inside top poi can sell here



Also 5min engulfing

Tp smacked or b/e



Wednesday –
1hr still bearish but looking rather choppy niow

No trade



Thursday –
Price broke above on 1hr but never took the wick out, we got eqls and eqhs so I don’t
klnow what wants taking first tbh

Nothing clean these last 2 days



Friday –
Eqhs and eqls, would like a pop up to sell down so we smash lows first then come
back up to wreck highs as don’t think these eqhs are going to get taken yet

Priec just sold off


